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Abstract

Cisco Systems, a major provider of networking and network management solutions, traditionally builds products incrementally, so that the complexity of each development is low. Current projects are more complex, motivating more formal systems engineering. Company studies show that requirements issues, particularly missing requirements, cause delays and defects.

A pilot project of a tool-assisted requirements traceability process was conducted in one Business Unit using Rational Software’s RequisitePro®. There was some concern that the project selected for this pilot was too far along in its development cycle for traceability to be of sufficient benefit; this concern was not warranted, as a number of problems were found, such as marketing requirements not incorporated into the engineering specification.

The pilot project demonstrated the value of the process, convincing management to extend it to other projects, and additional Business Units. The process required significant training and continuing direct process and tool support. Weaknesses were revealed in the requirements development process, including the lack of a consistent elicitation process. Process extensions and changes are planned to address these weaknesses.
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